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Hmm, this is a tough one. On the one hand, this game was really short but on the other hand, it's also really cheap. This game
has the world's worst flashlight but it also had a few scares that I won't spoil. It's mainly a keycard and battery finding simulator
and I think the flashlight has been made terrible on purpose to pad out the games length but I can't be sure of that. One thing I
do know is that, I didn't hate it as much as everyone else but it is still insanely short and the flashlight is really bad.

I'm really stuck on whether or not to recommend this one. I think I'm going to have to say Not Recommended but it's close. I
really feel like this one should be in the middle somewhere. I will say once the game price goes up over $1 I don't think it will be
worth it. But if it's under a buck then take a chance on it. You might be disappointed but it's really very little to spend on a
game.

I made a video if you're curious about the gameplay:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RplQACxuMXo. The weapons are pretty good and they don't add a reticle in the middle
of the screen which feels kind of like Killing Floor 2 and encourages you to actually use the sights.

Sigh... if only Game Guru had functional AI, a dialogue system, a quest system, and muliplayer funtionality <:-(. Pixeljam turns
into chef-d'oeuvre whatever genre they are having a go at.
This is no exception : here is the Galaga clone to end all Galaga clones!
It features awesome art, incredible sound design, a cheery and absurd atmosphere, and even great characters!

The gameplay is as tight as in old coin-op shooters, and even if you aren't highscore chasing (which you should), there is plenty
of wacky unlocks to pursue. Every second you play go toward that progress, which is always a nice touch of appreciation to the
player from the designer.
I played to no end the phone version. This PC port retains the same very tight control scheme (you are autofiring and only
controlling movements) that feels perfectly at home here too. The only thing missing are friends or even global leaderboards,
but that's okay 'cause I don't have friends and I am bad at games.
[Edit : actually there are leaderboards, but I fail to see them sometimes @_@]

Wonderful.. I love the first 2 RIP games but the third won't play at all for me.. Creepy, intense, and chilling. A simplistic horror
game that will have you jumping in your seat. The concept of using sound as a visual aid is amazing. Definitley recommend to
everyone! 10/10. It isn’t often that I describe a game as quirky. The term sounds disingenuous and a little immature but despite
that I find the Low Road to be a wonderfully quirky game. It is possessing of an innocent kind of charm and a sense of humor
that doesn’t rely on shock value or trying to be over the top. The Low Road is a game about Noomi Kovacs a young woman
fresh out of spy school who just entered the work force in the world of corporate espionage. From the very get go the game
presents you with a somewhat ridiculous premise and it runs with it. What follows is a charming experience hampered by some
odd creative choices. The game has its flaws but they aren’t that hard to look past.

Full review below:

https://thesubversiveelement.com/news/2017/9/2/the-overdue-review-the-low-road. Can't say I have read it yet, but I was around
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at launch and bought it back then. This title attrcted me and others for an English translation. Many of us posted this request. As
of today they added it. So positive review due to dev's listening to the customers request.
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holy♥♥♥♥♥. There is only one default senario provided. Needs to be optimized. Other than that, a childhood game and a
FANTASTIC one for upcoming generations!. Have you ever paid $89.00 for a game and found it too be a big pile a unplayable
rubbish. Well for this game i only paid $12.74 and for that price it has achieved a great deal more than some more costly games
have. Its playable, no soul stealing bugs and it would give me entertainment on a rainy day. It probably should be defined as a
casual simulator type game as its not realy a full on simulator. My only minor complaint would be that sometimes its hard to get
your vehicle to its destination(rare). Thumbs up to the creators.

Note: I have never forgotten a steam review where a reviewer compained about a 99 cent game. You get what you pay for, if
you get more than what you pay for its a bonus and why complain.. Great co-op game.. so i maxed out all the relics i guess they
are called in about 9 hours and the ring stopped working no more added time for bosses i guess. Kinda lame that its all capped at
max 20 some 15 or even 5. altough i understand the need to max some of those relics maybe add more \/ make some last longer
because ive already progressed as far as i can go in like 9 hours wich does not really justify the price.

Hope updates get released frequently so that it was money well spent because as of now it is not.. I got this game during the
steam sales with a bundle.
The idea of the game is really good: Jumpless, minimalistic platformer but the end result is not that good.
My biggest complaints are:

Movement: The movenet is just frustrating; Sometimes you have to restart the level just because you get blocked on a ledge ...
The "gravity inverters": The biggest problem with this game is the "gravity inverters". 90% of the time I was just failing the
level because the inverters were too small and I was missing them ..... Such a fun game, tons of secrets and replay
value...Everything about this game is charming and thought out and an impressive first release from this dev who I'll be keeping
an eye out for their future releases. So much love and effort went into this game and you can tell, a true gem. The only problem
I had was in the underwater area the game slowed down immensely and when I reached the second or third underwater
checkpoint the spinning Loading\/Saving "H" remained in the upper right-hand corner of the screen and the game appeared to
slow down even further at that point. However I'm guessing that this isn't a common problem since I haven't seen mention of it
yet. But even with this temporary annoyance I still highly recommend the game.
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